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HIV Functional Cure



Modeling Post-treatment 

Control (PTC)
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14 subjects were PTCs

Blue = VL

Black = CD4 count

Grey = treatment period

cART



PTCs have two set-points
 Pre-treatment average baseline viral load was 

105 copies/ml and pts in Fiebig stage V

 Post-treatment controllers, VL < 50 copies/ml. 

VL<50 /ml is stable for yrs = new set-point, i.e. 

bistability



Model with 2 set-points

Generalization of Bonhoeffer et al. AIDS 14:2313 (2000) and Adams et al. Bull Math Biol. 69:563 (2007)  

exhaustion

m



Immune Exhaustion

Wherry et al J Virol 77: 4911 (2003)



Model equations

Target cells, T

Latently infected. L

Productively infected, I

Virus, V

Effector cells, E

Rate of killing of infected cells by effector cells

= mE  (should be < 1 d -1 )

Have scaled effector cell levels so 0 ≤ m ≤ 1.



Details

 Pre-therapy patient has high VL (varies)

 In model, treat with ART, VL decreases to < 

50 cp/ml, latently infected cells decrease to 

low level, L0, e.g. 1 – 100 /106 cells. Exact 

level is expected to vary among pts due to 

initial level, treatment length and treatment 

efficacy.

 After ART stopped, residual viremia and  

activation of latently infected cells either 

drives viral rebound or immune system 

controls.



Initial conditions determined 

by post-treatment L0

L0=1

L0=100

Start with a range of initial conditions – but 

trajectories quickly establish QSS with L(t)



Post-treatment predictions

L0 =100 per 106 cells;  m= 0.32 L0 =1 per 106 cells;  m= 0.32

PTCRebound



Post-treatment control (PTC)

also depends on strength of immune response

Y-axis is predicted post-treatment set-point VL

EC

(Rescaled with sinh-1)



PTC depends on L0 and m



Alternative Models



Alternative Exhaustion Model

Q=level of exhaustion;  Johnson et al. J Virol. 2011





Possible CTL strength 

distributions



Viral rebound
 Of the >100 study subjects in the Visconti study only 

14 were PTCs; in the remaining the VL rebounded but 

not immediately. Time to rebound reported for a 

different French acute infection cohort.

N=74; at least 1 yr ART initiated within 6 mo of infection; loss of control VL> 50/ml



Time to rebound

 In our model time to rebound depends 

on latent reservoir size, L0.

 Do not know distribution of latent 

reservoir sizes in Visconti pts, but in 

Archin et al. PNAS 2012 reservoir sizes 

measured after 1 yr of ART in 27 pts 

treated within 45 days of infection.
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Data

Lognormal fit

Archin et al. PNAS 2012 data 

fits a lognormal distribution

Pts put on therapy ~ 45 d after infection, treated ~ 1 yr



Rebound time depends on latent reservoir 

size and CTL strength distributions



Model also predicts viral rebound time

when there is no control



Rebound time can be quite long, e.g., 

Mississippi baby



Immune Exhaustion

 Remove effector cell exhaustion model 

not longer exhibits bistability – lose 

cubic

 Question: Is immune exhaustion 

important for post-treatment control?



Trends in Immunology  36: 265  (2015) 





Model with exhausted cells

X= exhausted cells, Ab = checkpoint inhibitor Ab

e.g. anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1





P294

Antibody PK measured-Ab(t) known for each monkey



Fitting the viral dynamics model 
parameters from the viral load data 

Viral dynamics

Target cell production rate

Target cell death rate

Mass-action infectivity

Infected cell death rate

Burst size

Viral clearance rate

Drug efficacy

Latent cell dynamics

Latent cell activation rate

Latent cell death rate

Latent cell proliferation rate

Probability of a newly infected cell becomes latent

Effector cell dynamics

Effector cell killing rate

Effector cell basal production rate

Effector cell activated proliferation coefficient

Effector cell activated exhaustion coefficient

Effector cell basal death rate

Saturation parameter for activated effector cell production

Saturation parameter for activated effector cell exhaustion

Exhausted cell dynamics

Exhaustion reversal coefficient

Exhausted cell death rate

Indicate parameters to fit from data

Using fitted PK parameters for the anti-PD-L1 dynamics



Viral load data fitting
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VL at t0 in the data

Steady state VL in 
the simulation

Anti-PD-L1



Simulations using fitted parameters: Removing Ab from treatment group
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Simulations using fitted parameters: the killing rate of infected cells (mE)
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No Ab

1 dose

2 doses

3 doses

4 doses

5 doses

P604 P310 P295 M568

Fewer doses of Ab 

for responders

• One dose is not 

enough to switch 

the fixed point. 

• To move from the high VL 

fixed point to the low 

one: 

• M568 needs 2 doses

• P295 needs 3 doses

• P604 needs 4 doses

• P310 needs 5 doses





Comparison of Dynamics of reduced and full 
models



VR

PTC









Model suggests that infusion of an anti-
checkpoint inhibitor, e.g. anti-PD-1 or anti-
PD-L1, may be able to convert someone  
who normally would exhibit viral rebound 
into a post-treatment controller. 

Clinical trials needed to examine this 
prediction.



One (out of 10) chonically HCV infected 
patients given a single infusion of anti-PD1 at 
a dose of 10 mg/kg was cured of infection.

PLoS One 8(5):e63818


